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By Christopher Baughman

Behler Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 320 pages. Dimensions: 8.3in. x
5.5in. x 0.7in.Sometimes justice takes a different path. For a hard-charging detective in the
Pandering Investigative Team (PIT), now co-host of the MSNBC-TV series Slave Hunter, deliverance
comes in the manner of long prison sentences, humiliation, and bankruptcy for the animals who
subjugate, beat, and torture women into selling their bodies, while reaping all the financial
rewards. With that single-minded goal, Las Vegas detective Chris Baughman finds frustration and
dead ends as he and his team work countless hours hunting down someone from his past Mario
Davis, a promising athlete whose bright future takes a sadistic U-turn. Helping Chris are two young
women from Davis stable of ten, who reach out to Chris for rescue after Mario severely beats them.
Chris picks up the chase to find and finish Mario off for good, gratis of the Las Vegas penal system.
But justice is complicated, and Chris fears the case is slipping through his fingers when the two
women fear testifying against Mario. After being brutalized numerous times, there is still a shred of
loyalty. No matter how frustrated Chris is, he knows he cant ask them to put...
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This is the greatest pdf i actually have go through right up until now. It is actually packed with knowledge and wisdom I found out this book from my dad
and i advised this publication to find out.
-- Arely Rath-- Arely Rath

I actually started reading this pdf. It can be rally exciting throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle span is going to be enhance as soon as you total
reading this ebook.
-- Nya Bechtelar-- Nya Bechtelar
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